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BTMAlOl Applied Mathematics -I

shri vaishnav vidyapeeth vishwavidyalaya, Indore

Name of Program: Bachelor of Technology in Robotics and Automation

", 
ffi; P -Practical; c - credit;

*Teacher Assessment shall be based following components: Quiz/Assignment/ Project/Participation in Class, given that

no component shall exceed more than 10 marks'

Course Educational Objectives (CEOs):

To introduce the students with the Fundamentals of the Differential, Integral, vector Calculus and Numerical

analysis

Course Outcomes
After the successful completion of this course students will be able to

l. understand and apply the basics of the differential calculus.

2. know the fundamental principles of the integral calculus and apply them'

3. apply the techniques in the numerical analysis'

4. k";; the numerical solution of the system of linear algebraic equations.

5. understand and apply the basics of the vector calculus.

Syllabus:

UNIT I
Differential Calculus
Limits of functions, continuous functions, uniform continuity, montone and inverse functions' Differentiable

functions, Rolle's theorem, mean value theorems and raylor;s theorem, power series. Functions of several

variables, partial derivatives, chain rure, Tangent pranes and normals. Maxima, minima saddle points, Lagange

multipliers, exact differentials

UNIT II
Integral Calculus
Riemann integration, fundamental theorem of integral calculus, improper integrals. Application to length, area,

volume, surface area of revolution. rur"rtipr. intelrals with applicati,on to volume, surface area, change of

variables. \

UNIT III
Numerical AnalYsis
Number Representation and Errors: Numerical Errors; Floating Point Representation; Finite Single and

Double precision Differences; Machine Epsilon; Sigrrifrcant Digits. Numerical Methods for solving

Nonlinear Equations: Method of Bisection, secant Method, False Position, Newton-Raphson's Method'

Multidimensional Newton's Method, Fixed Point Method and their convergence.
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Shri Vaishnav Vidyapeeth Vishwavidyalaya, Indore

UNIT IV
Numerical Analysis
Numerical Methods for Solving System of Linear Equations: Norms; Condition Numbers, Forward
Gaussian Elimination and Backward Substitution; Gauss-Jordan Elimination; FGE with Partial Pivoting and
Row Scaling; LU Decomposition; Iterative Methods: Jacobi, Gauss Siedal; Power method and QR method for
Eigen Value and Eigen vector.

UNIT V
Vector Calculus
Gradient and directional derivative. Divergence and Curl of Vector point function, line and surface integrals.
Green's, Gauss' and Stokes' theorems and their applications.

Text Books:

1. T. M. Apostol, Calculus, Volume I,2ndEd, Wiley, 1967.8
2. K. E. Atkinson, Numerical Analysis, John Wiley, Low Price Edition (2004).
3. S. D. Conte and C. de Boor, Elementary Numerical Analysis -An Algorithmic Approach,

McGraw-Hi11,2005.
4. B. S. Grewal, Higher Engineering Mathematics, Khanna Publishers, Delhi

References:
l. R. G. Bartle and D. R. Sherbert, Introduction to Real Analysis, 5th Ed, Wiley, 1999.
2. J. Stewart, Calculus: Early Transcendentals, 5th Ed, Thomas Learning (Brooks/ Cole), Indian Reprint,

2003.
3. J. Stoer and R. Bulirsch, Introduction to Numerical Analysis, 2nd Edition, Texts in Applied Mathematics,

Vol. 12, Springer Verlag, 2002.
4. J. D. Hoffman, Numerical Methods for Engineers and Scientists, McGrawnHill,2001.
5. M.K Jain, S.R.K Iyengar and R.K Jain, Numerical methods for scientific and engineering computation

(Fourth Edition), New Age Intemational (P) Limited, New Delhi,2004.
6. S. C. Chapra, Applied Numerical Methods with MATLAB for Engineers and Scientists, McGrawnHill

2008.
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Legends:L-Lecture;T-TutoriallreacherGuidedStudentActivity;p-practical;
*Teacher Assessment shall be based following components: euiz,/Assignment/
given that no component shall exceed more than l0 marks.

C - Credit;
Project/Participation in Class,

Course Educational Objectives (CEOs):
1. To impart the basic knowledge about the Electric and Magnetic circuits.
2. To explain the working principle, construction, applications of DC machines, AC machines.

Course Outcomes(CO's):-

Students will be able to:
1. Understand and Analyze basic circuit concepts.
2. Apply knowledge of mathematics to analyze and solve electrical circuit problems.
3. Understand the AC fundamentals.
4. Illustrate basic knowledge about the Electric and Magnetic circuits.
5. Distinguish the working Principles of various Electrical Machines.

Syllabus

UNIT I
Electrical circuit analysis- Definition of electric circuit, network, linear circuit, non-linear circuit,
bilateral circuit, unilateral circuit. Kirchhoff's law. Voltage and current sources, dependent and
independent sources, source conversion, DC circuits analysis using mesh & nodal method^, Thevenin,s
theorem, Norton's theorem, Superposition theorem, star-delta transformation.

UNIT II
A C Fundamentals- Production of altemating voltage, waveforms, average and RMS values, peak
factor, form factor, phase and phase difference, phasor representation ofalternating quantities, phurot
diagram, behavior of AC series, parallel and series parallel circuits, power factor, po*r in Ai circuit,
l-phase AC circuits under sinusoidal steady state, active, reactive and apparent power, physical
meaning of reactive power, power factor, 3-phase balanced and Unbalanced supply, star and-deltaconnections. 

\
T]NIT III
Electromagnetism: Biot-savart law, Ampere's circuital law, field calculation using Biot-savart and
ampere's circuital law. Magnetic circuits, Analogous quantities in magnetic and electric circuits,
Faradays's law, self and mutual inductance. Energy stored in a magnetic field, Hysteretic and Eddy
current losses. Electro-mechanical energy conversion.
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Shri Vaishnav Vidyapeeth Vishwavidyalayao Indore

UNIT IV
Transformers-Review of laws of electromagnetism, mmf, flux, and their relation, analysis of magnetic
circuits. Single-phase transformer, basic concepts and construction features, voltage, current and
impedance transformation, equivalent circuits, phasor diagram, voltage regulation, losses and
efficiency, OC and SC test.

UNIT V
Basic concepts of Rotating Electric machines- Constructional details of DC machine, Basic concepts
of winding (Lap and wave). Principle of operation, EMF equation, characteristics (open circuit, loaay.
DC motors: Principle of operation, Speed-torque Characteristics (shunt and series machine), starting
(by 3 point starter), speed control (armature voltage and field control).
Induction machine and Synchronous machine, Working principle of 3-Phase Induction motor, Emf
equation of 3-Phase induction motor, Concept of slip in 3- Phase induction motor, Explanation of
Torque-slip characteristics of 3-Phase induction motor. Principle of operation of Synchronous Machine.

Text Books:

1. Basic Electrical engineering, D.P Kothart &,1.t Nagrath, TMH, Second Edition.
2. Basic Electrical Engineering, V.N Mittle &Arvind Mittal, TMH, Second Edition.

References
1. Electical Engineering Fundamental, Vincent.D.Toro, Pearson Education, Second Edition.

List of Experiments:
1. Verification of KCL and KVL Law's.
2. Separation of resistance and inductance of choke coil.
3. Study of Transformer, name plate rating.
4. Determination of Turns ratio and polarity of Single phase Transformer.
5. Determination of equivalent circuit parameters of a single phase transformer by O.C. and S.C. tests.
6. Measurement of power in a three phase circuit by two wattmeter method.
7. Measurement of power in a three phase circuit by three wattmeter method
8. Measurement of various line & phase quantities for a 3-phase circuit.
9. Study of No load characteristics of D.C shunt Generators.
10. Study of comparative features of Synchronous Machine and Induction Machine.
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Shri vaishnav vidyapeeth vishwavidyalaya, Indore

Name of Program: Bachelor of Technology in Robotics and Automation
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*TeacherAssessment shall be based following .o-pon"nts: QuizAssignment/ projectiparticipation inclass, given that no component shall exceed more than l0 marks.

Course Objectives:-
The subject aims to provide the student with:

l' An understanding of basic Electronics Engg.abstractions on which analysis and design of elec-tronic circuits and systems are based, basic-devices( analog ;ilLt,;li and instrumentation ab-stractions.

Course Outcomes:-
Students will:
1' Leam how to develop and employ circuit models for elementary electronic components, e.g., resis-tors, sources, inductors, capacitors, diodes and transistors;2' Become adept at using various methods of circuit analysis, including simplified methods such as
- series-parallel reductions, voltage and current dividers, etc.3' Develop the capability to analyze-anddesign simple tircuits containing non-linear elements suchas transistors using the concepts of load lines, operating points and increlental analysis;4' Learn how the primitives of Boolean algebra arL used to describe the processing of binary circuitsand to use electronic components as uuitaing blocks in electroni"aiv i*prementing binary func-tions;

SyIIabus

UI\"IT-I

Evolution and Impact of Electronics in industries and in society, Faniliarizatron with Resistors, Capa-
citors, Inductors, Transformers and Electro mechanical components, pN Junction diode: structure,
Principle of operation, various types of Diode, Solar cell.

UNIT-II \

Rectifiers: Half wave and fi'rll wave rectifiers, capacitive filter, zenervoltage regulator. Bipolar Junc-
tion Transistors: Structure, principle of operation, and its cB, cc, cE configuration.
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LIIIIT.III

Basic electrical parameter measuring Instruments: voltmeters & ammeter, wattmeter, energy meter, Ba-

sics of CRO (analog & digital).

I]NIT.IV

Number System: Introduction to binary, octal, decimal & hexadecimal systems, representation of nega-

tive numbers, 1 's, 2's, 9's, 10's complement and their arithmetic. Introduction, Definitions, Principle of
Duality, Basic Theorems, Applications of Boolean Algebra, Boolean Functions, Complement of Boo-
lean Function. Logic Gates (Symbol, Truth Table, Logic Diagram): And, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR,
XOR, )C{OR. Universal Gates: NAND Gate andNOR Gate implementation.

T]NIT.V

SIGNALS: Introduction, Representation of Discrete-time Signals: Graphical Representation, Function-
al Representation, Tabular Representation, and Sequence Representation. Elementary Signals: Unit
Step Function, Unit Ramp Function, Unit Parabolic Function, Unit Impulse Function, Sinusoidal Sig-
nal, Real Exponential Signal, Complex Exponential Signal, Rectangular Pulse Function, Triangular
Pulse Function and their energy and power calculation

Text Books:
1. Boylested, R. L. and Nashelsky, L., Electronic Devices and Circuit Theory Pearson Education
2. Bell, D. A., Electronic Devices and Circuits, Oxford University Press

3. Digital Design M. Morris Mano and Michael D. Ciletti, Pearson Education
4. AAnand Kumar, Signals and Systems, PHI.

References
l. Vtjay Baru, Rajendra Kaduskar, Sunil T. Gaikwad, Basics of Electronics Engineering, Wiley India

Pvt. Ltd
2. Rodger E. ZiemerlWilliam H Tranter/D. R. Fannin Signals and Systems: Continuous and Discrete

(4th Edition)
3. A.K Sawhney, A Course on Electrical and Electronics Measurement and Measuring Instruments

Dhanpat Rai pub.

List of Experiments.

1. Familiarization with Laboratory Instruments (Oscilloscope, Function Generator, Digital Multimeter,
DC Power Supply)

2. Characteization of Passive Circuit Elements (R, L, C)
3. Time & Frequency Response of RC and RL Circuits
4. V-I curve for P-N Junctiqn Diodes.
5. V-I curve for Zener Diode.
6. Zerter as a voltage regulator
7. Half-Wave and Full-Wave( Center tapped and Bridge) Rectifiers
8. Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT) Circuits (Inverter, Common EmitterAmplifier)
9. Conversion of number system

' 10. Basic Combinatorial Circuits.
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Shri Vaishnav Vidyapeeth Vishwavidyalaya, Indore

Name of Program: Bachelor of Technology in Robotics and Automation

Legends:L - Lecture; T - Tutorial/Teacher Guided StudentActivity; P-Practical; C - Credit;
*TeacherAssessment shall be based following components: Quiz/Assignment/ Project/Participation in
Class, given that no component shall exceed more than 10 marks.

Course Educational Objectives (CEOs):-
l. To develop, enhance and demonstrate LSRW Skills.
2. To enable students to acquire oral presentation skills.
3. To prepare students to become more confident and active participants in all aspects of their

undergraduate programs.

Course Outcomes (COs):-
1. The students will be able to enhance confidence in their ability to read, comprehend organize, and

retain written information.
2. The students will be able to improve upon their language skills, oral communication skills, group

discussion, personal development and confidence level.
3. The students will be able to bridge the language gap vital to their success.
4. The students will be able to communicate effectively.

Syllabus

UNIT I
Listening Skills
Listening: Process, Types of Listening: Active, Passive, Pseudo, Evaluative, Difference between
listening and hearing. Listening Comprehension exercises.

UNIT II
Speaking Skills
Extempore, Debates, Oral Presentation, Just a Minute.

UNIT III
Linguistics and Phonetics:
Consonants and vowel symbok, CV structure, Place and Manner of articulation.

UNIT IV
Developing Reading SkiIIs: "

Reading Comprehension, Process, Active & Passive Reading, Reading Speed Strategies, Benefits of
effective reading, Reading comprehension of Technical material and SQ3R reading technique.
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Shri Vaishnav Vidyapeeth Vishwavidyalaya, Indore

T]NIT V
Vocabulary Building: Synonyms, antonyms, idioms and proverbs.

References :

l. Sharma. Business Correspondence and Report Writing.; TMH.
2. R.K. Bansal and IB Harrison. Spoken English . Orient
3. Joans andAlexander. New International Business English .Longman.; oUp.
4. Ashraf Rizvi.(2005).Etrective Technical Communication. New Delhi:Tata Mc Graw Hill
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BTCSlOl Computer Programming-I
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Shri Vaishnav Vidyapeeth Vishwavidyalaya, Indore

Name of Program: Bachelor of Technology in Robotics and Automation

Legends: L -Lecture; T - Tutorial/TeacherGuided StudentActivrty; P-Practical; C - Credit;
*Teacher Assessment shall be based following components: Quiz/Assignment/ Project/Participation in Class,
given that no component shall exceed more than 10 marks.

Course Educational Objectives (CEOs):
1. To introduce the fundamental concepts of computer programming.
2. To design programs in C involving different data types, decision structures, loops and functions,

ilrays and pointers.
3. To equip students with techniques for developing structured computer programs.
4. To equip students with sound skills in CIC++ programming language.

Course Outcomes (COs):
Upon completion of the subject, students will be able to:
1. Understand the basic terminologies used in computer programming.
2. Be proficient in using the basic constructs of C/C++, to develop a computer program.
3. Understand the use of functions, pointers, arrays and files in programming.
4. Undersiand the fundamentals of object-oriented programming and be able to apply it in computer

program development.

Syllabus

UNIT I
Introduction to Programming Languages : What is a Programming Langvage; Types of Programming
Languages - Machine-level, Assembly-level and High-level Languages, Scripting Languages, Natural
Languages, Advantages and Limitations of programming language, High-level Programming Language
Tools - Compiler, Linker, Interpreter, Intermediate Language Compiler and Interpreter, Editor,
MATLAB, GUI, Overview of some popular High level Languages - FORTRAN, COBOL, BASIC,
Pascal, C, C++, JAVA, LISP, Characteristics of a Good Programming Language.

T]NIT II
Design of Program:Introduction to Algorithms, Complexities and Flowchart, Introduction to
Programming, Categories ofrProgramming Languages, Program Design, programming language
processing, Algorithm / pseudo code, program development steps, selecting a Language out of many
Available Languages for Coding an Application, Subprograms and subroutines.
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UNIT III
Basics of c language : Introduction to c language, Basic Programming concepts, program structure inc,header files, c preprocessor, variabtes ana-constants, Data typei, LJser Defined Data Types -structure and union, conditional statements, control statements, Functions, Arrays, Structures, pointers,
ltrings, File Systems, c preprocessor and rnurro expansion.
stnlcture of c program, Expressions, type conveision, selection making decisions, initialization andupdating, loops in C, Standard Library functions, Ctrntrol Structures,"rotp Structures, Functions,Scope Rule of Functions, Calling Convention, Advanced Features of Functions.

UNIT IV
c Programming : Arrays - Pointers and ,rrrays, two-dimensional arrays, mays of pointer, StringManipulation functions, Structures & Unions, 

frocgssing and use of structurls, arrays of structure.Pointers - operations on Pointers, Pointers and Multidiriensional Arrays, *urof pointers, pointers topointers,bitwise operators, and dynamic memory -*ug.-.nts functions.
Files - File creation, File ptoc"siing, opening *a 

"r""ri"g 
a file, text files and binary files, streams,error handling.

UI\]-IT V
C++ P16g.**rring: Introduction to C++, Tokens, expressions and control strucfures, Functions in C++,Basic principles of Object Oriented programming.

Text Books:

1 !lalagurusamy, 
o,Fundamentals 

of Computers,,, TMH
?. V Rajaraman, ',Fundamentals of Computers,,, pHI
3. Yashavant P. Kanetkar.'oLetIJs c", gpg puuiications, 20rr.4. Robert Lafore, "object oriented programming in c++;,, SAMS publication.

References:
1' Byron S Gottfried, '?rogramming with C", Schaum's outlines, Second Edition, Tata McGraw-Hill,2006

?. Herbert schildt, "The complete Refererrce,,,4thEdition, MGH publication.
3' Dromey R'G', "How to Solve it by Computer", Pearson Education, Fourth Reprint, 2007

List of Experiments:
1' Study of procedural programming paradigm and object-oriented programming paradigm.2. To demonstrate use of data types. 

-

3' lVrite a progrilm on operatots (Arithmetic operator, Relational operators and conditionalOperators etc.).
4' write a program using decision making statements (switch case, if and if-else, nested structures).5' Write a program using simple loops and nested loops.(For, While, Do-While Loop)
9. Y1itr a program to user defined functions using C. 

' 
. 
'

7. Write a program for recursive functions.

I Y-"t" a program for array and multidimensional artay e-d,arrays).
f. wrlte a program of pointersvnd strings (strings and pointers).
10' Write aprogram of dynamic -"-ory ullocatiinusin! callocg, mallocQ and reallocQ.
11. Write a progrilm on structure and union.

1?. Y-rit. a progftlm in C++ using (i) if-then_else (ii) loops
13. Write a program illustrate Function in C++
14. Write a progftrm for Operator overloading in C++

R-*'m#sff=.------
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15. Write a progrzrm for nested function call.
16. Write aprogram of call by value using C++
17. Write a program of call by reference using C++
18. Write aprogftrm for Inline Function.
19. Write a program for Friend Function.
20. write a program of dynamic memory management using new and delete.
21. Write a program on file handling using C++
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